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The dolphins are here to assist Humanity in unlocking our key to self-knowledge.
It is time for the human to remember the greater Self that links us to the
interdependent Whole. This is represented within each of us by our intuitive
voice. The dolphins remind each of us that we have always had this intuitive part
of ourselves that allows us to reach out and connect from our hearts to the
quantum field. The dolphins are telling us that the “Delphic Spirit” upon our
planet is highly activated now and is restless to “share” with the humans. It has
always been the purpose of the dolphins to establish and nurture the awakening
of the human race. It is time for self-awareness to reign upon this great planet.
It is time for us to access our higher consciousness and ability to serve as
individualized units of consciousness within the “pod mind” of humanity through
our very own free will. They remind us that our planet is very unique in that
there is no other “set up” quite like ours, where humans have the ability to use
light or darkness based on their own free will decisions. No one can make you do
anything, and no one can stop you from becoming self aware, enlightened and a
powerful representative of your authentic true self. The Dolphins, as a race, are
fully enlightened and awakened souls. They have not chosen to go to sleep and
awaken from a state of amnesia as the humans have. They have held the space
for us for millions of years, as conscious breathers and emissaries of the Light. It
has always been their Divine plan to assist us as a race when we began to
awaken in mass numbers. They are holding the vibration of that which we are
seeking. They are literally the “Rainbow Bridge” we are seeking to make the
ascension curve with Mother Earth. Each day we are becoming more and more
cognizant of our true nature as Beings of Light. The true rainbow spirit that the
dolphins embody is made of all races, colors, countries, and species. As each
river and waterway ultimately flows into the ocean, so is each human ultimately
woven into the rainbow fabric of life through their unique signature. The golden
threads within each of us are interwoven into the new pattern of magic and
mastery for the human race.
The Dolphins are asking the human race, one by one to take up the task of
creating a Universal worldwide system of human behavior that will stand the test
of time. This will ultimately lift humanity into a new realm of life! This is
reflected in the changes in our governments, educational and medical systems,
and in the way we converse with other cultures and societies around the world. It
is reflected in new ways to plant and harvest healthy organic food, and in world
art and music. We are becoming more open to different belief systems and ways
of healing and nurturing our spirituality. The dolphins tell us that these are all
outer signs that a global inclusiveness is struggling to be born among us. It is
time to be conscious participants, as the world of polarity drops away.
They tell us it is a time of completion for each individual human. It is time to
make peace with your pain and your past and release it to the divinity within you.
We are born of two spirits and that polarity is reflected in the world. The one

spirit within us is fearful, arming itself and driven to defend. The other spirit is
FREE, living the abundance of a limitless Earth that is only kept from true
perfection by the choice to be small of spirit. There is a part of each of us that is
male in expression, penetrating the surrounding world with the desire and will to
possess things. And there is that female part of each of us that is yielding to the
greater Will of Life, yielding a womb to bring forth the next generation in every
lifetime. The Dolphins are asking us to balance these two halves within us in a
harmonious way, being Dolphin like. The Dolphin Spirit is alive within each of us
and is represented by our being playful and gentle with each other, while secretly
powerful and deeply wise.
The Dolphin Spirit is revealed now to humanity as the dolphins swim peacefully
each day with a smile on their face and in their hearts. They have shaped their
bodies to fit perfectly into their watery world. They show us the way by not
trying to force the world to fit their needs, instead adapting beautifully to fit into
the world in which they live. Every culture and tradition upon our planet shows
us that light is our final heritage. To be enlightened and overcome darkness, we
must choose to master the challenges of our dark creations. The dolphins and
whales are masters of sound and light, living in a realm of sonic waves they
weave beneath the waves. Let us look today to our highest technologies as they
are also systems of light from hydroponics to solar power systems. They remind
us that we are also suited to become masters of light with our eyes, hands and
brains so closely linked to theirs. They tell us that if we choose to accomplish our
task of mastering light and sound, they will meet us every step of the way. Our
shared destinies are to create new realms of life and experience here on this
beautiful blue- green planet. They ask us to willingly choose to banish our dark
ways that only hurt our planet and one another. They encourage us to continue
to take up the challenge for better choices to be made each and every day. We
are called to KNOW ourselves, our limits, our abilities, and our pure potentiality
as well. The dolphins and whales are giving us their promise to lead us into the
new realms of empowerment and what can best be described as the Golden Age!
In choosing to be BEINGS OF LIGHT we will redeem ourselves and empower all of
humankind to take up their roles as welcome companions of the Cetacean Souls
in the Sea!

